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Company: Lazada

Location: Indonesia

Category: other-general

Team and Role Introduction:Responsible for developing the Quality strategy, policies,

processes, standards and systems for the Company and its supply chain to operate within.

It will play an important role in helping to foster a culture of sustainable change through the

creation and embedding of LEAN methodology, and the supporting framework, to deliver

business transformation. In addition, it is requires to ensuring standard of the operational

align with LAZ-ID-HSE-P02-01 HSE Roles and Responsibilities with the aim of zero case

incident.Responsibilities:-Campaign manager for all WH ID.-To take ownership of Quality

Management System and implemented within WH ID.-To take ownership of change

initiatives from evolution/efficiency identification through to project delivery via internal

governance and controls.-To complete post implementation reviews to ensure successful

delivery has been achieved and to ensure that improvements can be made for future projects.-To

actively monitor project risks to foresee/identify potential problems and proactively identify

solutions to address in advance.-To develop WH ID forecasting accurate, strategical

sourcing efficiency and WH preference-Upstream project coordinator. Job Requirements

Qualifications:-Bachelor in Engineering or higher with 5-7 years experienced in Continuous

Improvement-Minimum certified ISO 9001, 14001Experience:-Having exposure experience

in manufacturing or same field of industry is preferable-Having experience in established /

control Quality Management System-Experience of hands-on implementation of continuous

improvement programs and Lean solutionsCompetency:-Excellent leadership and

management skills-Proficient in the use of Microsoft Office, including Project & statistical

analysis tools-Ability to designs, generates and validates results of analyses of complex
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data sets, and facilitates reporting to improve operational outcomes.-Excellent verbal and

written communication skills and the ability to interact professionally with a diverse group of

Partners, senior managers, and subject matter experts-Strong analytical, project and

product management skills, including a thorough understanding of how to interpret business

needs and translate them into operational requirements-SQL and BI-Forecasting (Advance

with python will be a plus)-Programming knowledge (is a plus) Application Form First Name

Last Name Email Country code Education Linkedin Why are you applying to Lazada? Upload

resume Select file Nothing is selected Only supports docx, jpg, pdf, jpeg, png. File size

maximum 5MB. File Name maximum 300 characters. Upload additional document Select

file Nothing is selected Only supports docx, jpg, pdf, jpeg, png. File size maximum 5MB. File

Name maximum 300 characters. 
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